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Agent Orange Diseases 

Where Are the Promised Additions? 

  In March, Veterans Affairs officials said they may have a decision on adding four new diseases 

to the list of Agent Orange presumptive benefits eligibility by the start of the summer. Five 

months later, they still haven’t moved ahead. “They told us they were ready to go, and we 

haven’t gone anywhere,” said Rick Weidman, executive director for policy at Vietnam Veterans 

of America. “It feels like they just don’t want to spend any money on this.” Vietnam veteran 

advocates feel a sense of urgency because the youngest who served there are in their early 60s.  

  Last November, researchers from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and 

Medicine announced they had compiled “sufficient evidence” linking hypertension, bladder 

cancer, hypothyroidism, and Parkinson’s-like symptoms with exposure to Agent Orange and 

other defoliants used in Vietnam and surrounding countries in the 1960s and 1970s. They 

recommended adding the conditions to VA’s existing list of 14 presumptive diseases associated 

with Agent Orange exposure, a designation which allows veterans to more quickly and easily 

qualify for disability benefits. Last March, VA’s top acting health official — Dr. Richard Stone 

— told members of the Senate Veterans’ Affairs Committee that he expected final action on the 

issue within 90 days.  

  But this week, a department officials said that they have “no announcements on Agent Orange 

presumptive conditions at this time,” providing no further details on delays in the process. 

Another senior administration official said VA is continuing to review the data and has not yet 

made any recommendations. Almost two years ago, then-VA Secretary David Shulkin likewise 

suggested he was moving towards adding more illnesses to VA’s presumptive conditions list for 

Agent Orange, but those changes also never materialized. The delay is the latest frustration for 

Vietnam veteran advocates already unsettled by the department’s decision earlier this summer to 

postpone payments related to “blue water” Navy veterans’s cases until early 2020.  

  Congress and the courts have mandated that sailors who served on ships off the coast of 

Vietnam during the war receive the same presumptive illness status as their fellow troops who 

served on the ground. But lawmakers also gave VA an option to delay processing those claims 

for six months, to ensure the rush of new cases doesn’t overwhelm the existing benefits system. 

VA leaders said using that extra time is responsible planning. Some advocates and lawmakers 

said they think the department could start processing some claims sooner, and have urged them 

to move up the timeline.  
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    Weidman said he isn’t optimistic that the additional presumptive illnesses will be authorized 

before early next year. “Our best hope now is to get a bill introduced to push this forward,” he 

said. The addition of bladder cancer, hypothyroidism, and Parkinson's-like symptoms to the list 

would potentially benefit thousands of aging veterans, adding a significant but not enormous 

amount to VA’s benefits expenses. But adding hypertension — high blood pressure — as a 

presumed service-connected illness could affect tens of thousands of individuals, potentially 

creating billions in costs in coming years. The condition is also common in many older 

Americans, further complicating whether it should be labeled a conclusive result of military 

service. [Source: MilitaryTimes | Leo Shane III | August 14, 2019 ++]  

VA Blue Water Claims 

Fight to Speed Blue Water Navy Benefit Claims 

 
  Navy veterans who served in the waters off Vietnam may have won courtroom and legislative 

victories over the past several months, but they continue to wait for their earned benefits thanks 

to VA’s stay on claims until Jan. 1, 2020. And while MOAA fights to provide VA with the 

resources it needs to speed up that process, these veterans face another delay in a process that 

could expand their eligibility for medical care and other benefits. A November 2018 study by the 

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine found multiple medical conditions 

linked to Agent Orange that are not included on VA’s “presumptive diseases.” These include 

“sufficient evidence” of a link between Agent Orange and hypertension, per the report, as well as 

“limited or suggestive evidence” of a link between the defoliant and bladder cancer, 

hyperthyroidism, and Parkinson-like symptoms (Parkinson disease is already on the VA list).  

 

   A VA official told a Senate hearing in March that he expected a decision on adding these 

conditions to VA’s list within 90 days. That deadline has long since passed, and recent reports 

suggest no new timeframe is in place for the update. The delays in updating the list and in 

processing Blue Water Navy veteran claims continue to frustrate veterans and advocacy groups 

that have worked for years pursuing these benefits via both lawsuits and legislation. Another 

legal fight is underway seeking to end VA’s stay on the claims, bipartisan efforts from 

lawmakers continue, and actions at the local level show veterans who’ve been affected by Agent 

Orange exposure have not been forgotten by their communities.  

 

  Add your voice to these efforts by helping MOAA push Congress to provide funds to the VA 

that would allow the department to expand staffing or update systems designed to speed these 

claims. Time is not a luxury afforded to many of these veterans, and delays on multiple fronts 

must be met head-on wherever possible. Contact your legislators here and send them the editable 

message provided by MOAA addressing the delays in updating the list and in processing Blue 

Water Navy veteran claims. [Source: https://www.moaa.org | August 26, 2019 ++] 
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Taps (July/August 2019) 

Arthur   Schoff     Donald Murdock 

William/Bill  Thiede    Marvin Staszak 

J. Kent Anderson   Thomas Schweitzer 

Donald Gutt    Duaine Gast 

David Kelley    Robert Feinen 

George Larzelere   Roger Guex 

Nicholas Pierce    James Reetz 

Clifford Wilber    Duane Watter 

David Arvold    Martin Smits 

David Schommer 

 

Questions? 

If you have questions about any of the articles in this 

newsletter or on VA benefits in general, please give us a 

call at 715-526-9138. 
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